János Pach asked whether for any ¢ -coloring of the points of the integer grid in the plane, there exist arbitrary long sequences of consecutive collinear points of the same color. We answer this question in the negative for the plane, and more generally for any number of dimensions. More precisely, we show that for any 
Introduction
Consider the set of points " ! $ #
having integer coordinates, where
, which we refer to as the integer grid in % dimensions (or % -grid). Van der Waerden's theorem states that if the set of integers is partitioned into two classes then at least one of the classes must contain arbitrary long arithmetic progressions (see e.g. [GRS90] ), a result which holds for any fixed number of classes.
Gallai's theorem provides the following generalization of van der Waerden's theorem in two dimensions: Let , are of the same color (see [GRS90] ). The following statement, due to E. Witt, is also known: If V is finitely colored, and if x ! V is a finite subset, then at least one of the color classes contains a subset that is affinely equivalent, or even more generally, homothetic to x (cf. [HD64] , page 31). Consider again a y -coloring of . If one tries instead to find long arithmetic progressions consisting of consecutive integers in the same class, the maximum length over all partitions is one (as determined by the partition into even and odd numbers). What happens in higher dimensions? János Pach asked whether for any y -coloring of V , there exist arbitrary long sequences of consecutive collinear points of the same color. He also noticed that one can always find three such points, a result which we show is best possible (see Theorem 2 below), and thus answer his question in the negative. We further show that the answer is negative for any number of dimensions, by exhibiting a y -coloring of the grid obtained by tiling. The coloring of the tile itself is found using the probabilistic method. From the opposite direction, we prove that for any y 
Proof of Theorem (i)
We start with the lower bound j 3y A & G 5
, and refer to is at the bottom left corner.
We have to prove that any segment of four points is bichromatic. The condition
implies that the trace of any segment of four points in the grid is one of the following:
It is easy to check that all the traces above are bichromatic. Therefore, any segment of four points in the grid is bichromatic as well.
(ii) We first show the upper bound on R 3% B A
. We describe a from which the lower bound follows.
V

Concluding remarks
Since our construction is probabilistic, an explicit constructive proof of the upper bound would be more enlightening, and perhaps also yield a better bound. For The goal of obtaining many consecutive points of the same color in a line is precisely the goal in (the many variants of) the two-player game of tic-tac-toe. In the 3 6 P f 7 8 e q A version of the positional game tic-tac-toe, the "board" is the e -cube over P elements [HJ63, JT95] . In this game, two players alternately select a previously un-selected vertex (point) of , and the goal of each player is to collect all P vertices of on some line in # (i.e. not only combinatorial lines form winning configurations). [BCG82] presents other variants and interesting results regarding tic-tac-toe. This game has been the object of research (and play!) for many years, and its study has lead to significant advances in the theory of positional games on hypergraphs [HJ63, ES73, Pa78, Be81] .
